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This Time
• Modeling BOLD

– HRF…deconvolution

– Derivative boost

– Balloon model

• Bayesian Approaches

• Project Discussion

Linear Deconvolution

• With long inter-event intervals and no 
BOLD overlap, linear deconvolution is the 
same thing as event-related averaging.

• With short inter-event intervals and BOLD 
overlap, deconvolution acts like averaging 
combined with “unmixing” of partially 
overlapping predictor curves (design 
matrix columns).

Linear Deconvolution

Neuronal activity is modeled as a sequence of point events.

Linear Deconvolution

Serences et al. 2004.

Each column represents one specific time point in 
the haemodynamic time course for one event.

Linear Deconvolution

• Each column 
represents one time 
point in the time 
course of one event.

• Beta weights are the 
deconvolved time 
course.

Example Design Matrix

Linear Deconvolution

1 2 3

4 5 6

1 2 3   4 5 6 Beta Weights / Time Courses
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Linear Deconvolution

• Jittering the inter-
event interval makes 
the columns linearly 
independent.

• Use this matrix in the 
GLM.

Example Design Matrix

Linear Deconvolution

Pros:
• Produces time course
• Does not assume specific shape for haemodynamic function
• Can use narrow jitter window (rec. exponential distribution)
• Can separate correct vs. errors
• Robust against sequencing bias (though not immune to it)
• Compound trial types possible

Cons:
• Complicated
• Unrealistic assumptions about maintenance activity
• Seems to be sensitive to noise

Linear Deconvolution Results

Right Caudal Intraparietal Sulcus

Left Supplementary Eye Field

Cue Curves Response Curves

Pro
Anti
Nogo

Assumptions

• BOLD signal is linear (superposition and scaling).
• BOLD signal is stationary over time.
• Noise is white, Gaussian, and stationary time.
• ALL of these assumptions are FALSE.

Scaling Superposition

Spatially varying delays in fMRISpatially varying delays in fMRI
•• Scan Related (up to half the TR)Scan Related (up to half the TR)

•• Can be removed with timing correctionCan be removed with timing correction

•• Brain related (up to 4Brain related (up to 4--5 seconds)5 seconds)
•• WeWe’’re stuck with thesere stuck with these

•• Ways to deal with Ways to deal with SVDsSVDs
•• Ignore them (will bias the model to regions which have the Ignore them (will bias the model to regions which have the 

predicted delay)predicted delay)

•• Use a more flexible model (basis function, FIR)Use a more flexible model (basis function, FIR)
•• The simplest of these is to add a derivative term to the HRFThe simplest of these is to add a derivative term to the HRF

•• Allows the model to fit delays on the order of +/Allows the model to fit delays on the order of +/-- 2 seconds2 seconds

•• CAVEATE: this works for a fixed effects analysis (soaks up variaCAVEATE: this works for a fixed effects analysis (soaks up variance and nce and 
increases significance) but NOT for a random effects analysis (wincreases significance) but NOT for a random effects analysis (which will hich will 
still be biased)still be biased)

•• One approach is to compute a modified (boosted) contrast image uOne approach is to compute a modified (boosted) contrast image using sing 
parameters from both the HRF and the HRF derivativeparameters from both the HRF and the HRF derivative
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HRF+DerivativeHRF+Derivative

(With Derivative) Minus (Without Derivative) for Target Stimuli and 
for Novel Stimuli 

(Target) Minus (Novel) Regions 
Exhibiting Significant Amplitude Bias

From A Physiology POV

Neural Activity
Local

Consumption
of ATP

CMRO2

Local Energy
Metabolism

CBV

CMRGlcCBF

BOLD signal results from a 
complicated mixture of these 

parameters
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• CBF, CBV, and CMRO2 have different effects on 
HbO2 concentration:

• Interaction of these 3 produce BOLD response
– They change [Hb] which affects magnetic environment.

(delivery of more HbO2 -> 
less Hb on venous side if 

excess O2 not used)

CMRO2

CBV

CBF
Local Hb
Content

Local Hb
Content

Local Hb
Content

(extraction of O2-> HbO2
becomes Hb)

(more Hb in a given 
imaging voxel)

• But  CBF >> CMRO2  (30% >> 5%)
– Appears to be more than is necessary to support the small 

increase in O2 metabolism.
– This “imbalance” is primary physiological phenomenon that 

gives BOLD signal change.
– Results in higher [HbO2] on venous side as compared to 

[Hb].
– Results in increase in image intensity

• Less Hb translates to less paramagnetism.

• 2 models for imbalance of CBF and CMRO2
– Both assume CBF and CMRO2 are coupled at some level.

Turner-Grinvald Model

• CMRO2 occurs on fine spatial scale.
• CBF controlled on a coarser scale.
• CBF & CMRO2 linearly coupled.
• Similar magnitude over small spatial region.
• Focal CMRO2 change is diluted in measurements 

of larger tissue volumes
– leads to small average increase in CMRO2.

• CBF change is more spatially widespread and so is 
not diluted.

• Results in apparent imbalance.

Oxygen Limitation Model
• Brain metabolizes almost all of O2 that leaves 

capillary and goes extravascular
– Only fraction leaves capillary though.

• O2 delivery is limited at rest.
• When CBF increases:

•
• CBF and CMRO2 must be non-linearly coupled to 

counteract this
– Large CBF needed to support small CMRO2.

Smaller Fraction
of O2 Available
for Metabolism

O2
Extraction

Capillary
Transit Time

Blood
Velocity

(NOT capillary
recuitment)

Caveat
• Assumption:

– Spatial extent of alterations in CMRO2, CMRGl, and CBF is 
consistent with location of increased neuronal activity.

• MAYBE (area of metabolic response) > (area of electrical 
activity).

• Has been shown in cat auditory cortex
– CMRGl increased during synaptic activity without the necessity 

of electric discharge.
– (area of synaptic activity) > (area of electrical activity).
– Metabolic- and hemodynamic-based techniques that indirectly 

measure synaptic activity would conclude larger “active area”.

• Also, excitatory and inhibitory activity are both 
metabolically active processes.

Small Vessels Vs. Big Vessels

• Microvasculature (Arterioles, capillaries, and 
venules)
– We are concerned with signals in and around capillary 

bed and venules.
– Lie more on grey matter adjacent to fissures and in 

deeper brain structures (sub-cortical).
– Shows weaker fMRI signal because of small change in 

O2 saturation.
– Area seems to be more spatially specific to increased 

neuronal activity.
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Small Vessels Vs. Big Vessels

• Macrovasculature (large arteries and veins).
– We are concerned with signal from veins.
– Response seen shifted in time with respect to response 

seen in small vessels.
– Signals are stronger and often dominate fMRI signal

• Show larger O2 saturation changes.
• More likely that veins dominate relative blood volume in any 

voxel that they happen to pass through because of their size.

– Potential for spatial mismatching of site of activation
• Results in contrast further “downstream”.

– Drains active and inactive regions of cortex
• Hence dillution of Hb occurs.
• Reduces contribution.

(1) Hyperoxygenation phase

(2) Fast response

(3) Post-response undershoot

(a) Microvascular signal

(b) Macrovascular signal

Generally %Smicro < %Smacro, BUT not always.

Phasemicro < Phasemacro from stimulus onset

Hyperoxygenation Phase
• Tightly coupled to neural metabolic activity 

(theoretically).
• Due to the imbalance of CBF >> CMRO2

– Results in increase in [HbO2] on venous side of capillary bed.

• Seen in both small and large vessels.
• Majority of fMRI studies are based on mapping of this 

response.

Artery Vein

Art erioles V eneoles

Capillaries

1  -  2  cm

Neurons

Artery Vein

Art erioles V eneoles

Capillaries

1  - 2  cm

Neurons

Fast Response
• Amplitude is independent of stimulus duration

– Except for stimuli <2s.

• Correlates with optical measurements.
• Could reflect:

1) initial +CMRO2 and O2 extraction from vasculature ().
2) decrease in blood flow.
3) or rapid increase in capillary and venous blood volume.

• Seen in small vessels and capillary bed 
– Spatially closer to site of increased electrical activity and 

cellular metabolism.
– Mapping of fast/early reponse has potential to overcome 

some spatial specificity problems in fMRI.

Post-Response Undershoot

• Amplitude is dependent on duration of stimuli.
• Very slow to recover (eg.-1 minute!).
• Likely due to either:

1) unbalanced metabolic energetics (CMRO2 still elevated).
2) or slow return of increased CBV fraction to basal state 

after end of stimulus ().

• Larger than fast response.
• Spatially, correlates more with hyperoxygenation

phase.
• Seen in both large and small vessels (more so small).
• Does not reflect directly on energy metabolism.
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Summary

• A frequentist is a person whose lifetime 
ambition is to be wrong 5% of the time.

• A Bayesian is one who, vaguely expecting 
a horse, and catching a glimpse of a 
donkey, strongly believes he has seen a 
mule.

Project
• For your approach please provide:

– Brief introduction/motivation for the approach
– Formulation of the approach to be applied
– Simple simulation illustrating the approach works [this should 

also include some quantitative comparison with the ground 
truth]

– Results from applying to fMRI data (visuomotor, auditory 
oddball)

– Discussion of results (did they work? If so, what are the 
strengths of this approach? If not, why not?) 

– Concluding paragraph
– The code used to process the data should be included in an 

appendix. 
• A few ideas

– Motion Correction
– Adaptive Smoothing
– Estimating hemodynamic delays
– Model-free approaches (e.g. clustering, PCA, ICA)
– A method for capturing trial-to-trial variability

Overview

• Multiple Comparisons Problem
– Which of my 100,000 voxels are “active”?

• SnPM
– Permutation test to find threshold

– Control chance of any false positives (FWER)
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Nonparametric Inference:
Permutation Test

• Assumptions
– Null Hypothesis Exchangeability

• Method
– Compute statistic t

– Resample data (without replacement), compute t*

– {t*} permutation distribution of test statistic

– P-value =  #{ t* > t }  /  #{ t* }

• Theory
– Given data and H0, each t* has equal probability

– Still can assume data randomly drawn from population

Nonparametric Inference
• Parametric methods

– Assume distribution of
statistic under null
hypothesis

– Needed to find P-values, u

• Nonparametric methods
– Use data to find 

distribution of statistic
under null hypothesis

– Any statistic!

5%

Parametric Null Distribution

5%

Nonparametric Null Distribution

Permutation Test
Toy Example

• Data from V1 voxel in visual stim. experiment
A: Active, flashing checkerboard   B: Baseline, fixation
6 blocks, ABABAB     Just consider block averages...

• Null hypothesis Ho
– No experimental effect, A & B labels arbitrary

• Statistic
– Mean difference 

96.0699.7687.8399.9390.48103.00

BABABA

Permutation Test
Toy Example

• Under Ho

– Consider all equivalent relabelings

BBBAAABABABAABBBAAABAABB

BBABAABABAABABBABAAABBBA

BBAABABAABBAABBAABAABBAB

BBAAABBAABABABABBAAABABB

BABBAABAAABBABABABAAABBB

Permutation Test
Toy Example

• Under Ho

– Consider all equivalent relabelings

– Compute all possible statistic values

BBBAAA  -4.82BABABA  -9.45ABBBAA   1.48ABAABB   6.86

BBABAA   3.25BABAAB  -6.97ABBABA  -1.10AABBBA  -3.15

BBAABA   0.67BAABBA  -1.38ABBAAB   1.38AABBAB  -0.67

BBAAAB   3.15BAABAB   1.10ABABBA   6.97AABABB  -3.25

BABBAA  -6.86BAAABB  -1.48ABABAB   9.45AAABBB   4.82

Permutation Test
Toy Example

• Under Ho

– Consider all equivalent relabelings

– Compute all possible statistic values

– Find 95%ile of permutation distribution

BBBAAA  -4.82BABABA  -9.45ABBBAA   1.48ABAABB   6.86

BBABAA   3.25BABAAB  -6.97ABBABA  -1.10AABBBA  -3.15

BBAABA   0.67BAABBA  -1.38ABBAAB   1.38AABBAB  -0.67

BBAAAB   3.15BAABAB   1.10ABABBA   6.97AABABB  -3.25

BABBAA  -6.86BAAABB  -1.48ABABAB   9.45AAABBB   4.82
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Permutation Test
Toy Example

• Under Ho

– Consider all equivalent relabelings

– Compute all possible statistic values

– Find 95%ile of permutation distribution

BBBAAA  -4.82BABABA  -9.45ABBBAA   1.48ABAABB   6.86

BBABAA   3.25BABAAB  -6.97ABBABA  -1.10AABBBA  -3.15

BBAABA   0.67BAABBA  -1.38ABBAAB   1.38AABBAB  -0.67

BBAAAB   3.15BAABAB   1.10ABABBA   6.97AABABB  -3.25

BABBAA  -6.86BAAABB  -1.48ABABAB   9.45AAABBB   4.82

Permutation Test
Toy Example

• Under Ho

– Consider all equivalent relabelings

– Compute all possible statistic values

– Find 95%ile of permutation distribution

0 4 8-4-8

Permutation Test
Strengths

• Requires only assumption of exchangeability
– Under Ho, distribution unperturbed by permutation
– Allows us to build permutation distribution

• Subjects are exchangeable
– Under Ho, each subject’s A/B labels can be flipped

• fMRI scans not exchangeable under Ho
– Due to temporal autocorrelation
– (Wavelet transformation? Bullmore et al, 2001)

Permutation Test
Limitations

• Computational Intensity
– Analysis repeated for each relabeling
– Not so bad on modern hardware

• No analysis discussed below took more than 3 hours

• Implementation Generality
– Each experimental design type needs unique code to 

generate permutations
• Not so bad for population inference with t-tests

• Not as powerful when parametric assumptions met?
RH

• Bonferroni

• Maximum Distribution Methods
– Random Field Theory

– Permutation

Multiple Comparison Problem
Controlling False Positives

• FWER & distribution of maximum

FWER= P(FWE)
= P(One or more voxels  u | Ho)
= P(Max voxel  u | Ho)

• 100(1-)%ile of max distn controls FWER
FWER = P(Max voxel  u | Ho)  

u


Multiple Comparison Problem
Using “max” statistic
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• Bonferroni

• Maximum Distribution Methods
– Random Field Theory

– Permutation

Multiple Comparison Problem
Using “max” statistic

Controlling FWER: 
Permutation of Max Test

• Parametric methods
– Assume distribution of

max statistic under null
hypothesis

• Nonparametric methods
– Use data to find 

distribution of max statistic
under null hypothesis

– Again, any max statistic!

5%

Parametric Null Max Distribution

5%

Nonparametric Null Max Distribution

Permutation Test
Other Statistics

• Collect max distribution
– To find threshold that controls FWER

• Consider smoothed variance t statistic
– To regularize low-df variance estimate

Permutation Test
Smoothed Variance t

• Collect max distribution
– To find threshold that controls FWER

• Consider smoothed variance t statistic

t-statisticvariance

mean difference

Permutation Test
Smoothed Variance t

• Collect max distribution
– To find threshold that controls FWER

• Consider smoothed variance t statistic

Smoothed
Variance
t-statistic

mean difference

smoothed
variance

Permutation Test
Example

• fMRI Study of Working Memory   
– 12 subjects, block design  Marshuetz et al (2000)

– Item Recognition
• Active:View five letters, 2s pause,

view probe letter, respond

• Baseline: View XXXXX, 2s pause,
view Y or N, respond

• Second Level RFX
– Difference image, A-B constructed

for each subject

– One sample, smoothed variance t test

...

D

yes

...

UBKDA

Active

...

N

no

...

XXXXX

Baseline
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Permutation Test
Example

• Permute!
– 212 = 4,096 ways to flip 12 A/B labels
– For each, note maximum of t image
.

Permutation Distribution
Maximum  t

Maximum Intensity Projection 
Thresholded t

Permutation Test
Example

• Compare with Bonferroni
–  = 0.05/110,776

• Compare with parametric RFT
– 110,776  222mm voxels

– 5.15.86.9mm FWHM smoothness

– 462.9 RESELs

t11 Statistic, RF & Bonf. Thresholdt11 Statistic, Nonparametric Threshold

uRF = 9.87
uBonf = 9.80
5 sig. vox. 

uPerm = 7.67 

58 sig. vox.

Smoothed Variance t Statistic,
Nonparametric Threshold

378 sig. vox.

Test Level vs. t11 Threshold

Does this Generalize?
RFT vs Bonf. vs Perm.

  t Threshold 
(0.05 Corrected) 

 df RF Bonf Perm
Verbal Fluency 4 4701.32 42.59 10.14
Location Switching 9 11.17 9.07 5.83
Task Switching 9 10.79 10.35 5.10
Faces: Main Effect 11 10.43 9.07 7.92
Faces: Interaction 11 10.70 9.07 8.26
Item Recognition 11 9.87 9.80 7.67
Visual Motion 11 11.07 8.92 8.40
Emotional Pictures 12 8.48 8.41 7.15
Pain: Warning 22 5.93 6.05 4.99
Pain: Anticipation 22 5.87 6.05 5.05

 

RFT vs Bonf. vs Perm.
  No. Significant Voxels 

(0.05 Corrected) 
  t SmVar t
 df RF Bonf Perm Perm 

Verbal Fluency 4 0 0 0 0
Location Switching 9 0 0 158 354
Task Switching 9 4 6 2241 3447
Faces: Main Effect 11 127 371 917 4088
Faces: Interaction 11 0 0 0 0
Item Recognition 11 5 5 58 378
Visual Motion 11 626 1260 1480 4064
Emotional Pictures 12 0 0 0 7
Pain: Warning 22 127 116 221 347
Pain: Anticipation 22 74 55 182 402

 

Performance Summary

• Bonferroni
– Not adaptive to smoothness
– Not so conservative for low smoothness

• Random Field
– Adaptive
– Conservative for low smoothness & df

• Permutation
– Adaptive (Exact)


